
Darling Darby Dog Sweater Errata  

This page contains all errors that have been incorporated into the Darling Darby Dog Sweater pattern as of 

November 7, 2015. Changes to the pattern instructions are highlighted in red. The pattern is updated 

whenever an error is identified so each pattern reprint includes any prior update.  

Prior versions included reformatting of the pattern layout, but no changes to the actual pattern instructions. 

Corrections included in Version 8, November 7, 2015: 

 
Back/body: (round if needed to match chosen stitch pattern) 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The sum of the back & chest sts should equal the sum of the stitches needed for both legs. 

 

Use the results of your calculations above to complete the following calculations: 

 

 

Corrections included in Version 6, June 6, 2015: 
 

Complete back: 

Next Rnd: Work to chest sts, place chest sts on holder, remove all makers. 

Next: Working flat & in established st pattern, dec 1 st each side on every RS row until piece measures approx 

1 inch shorter than required body length, ending with a WS row. 

(Note: if your dog needs a longer back, dec every other RS row) 

Next Row: K1, ssk, work to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 

Next Row: P1, p2tog, work to last 3 sts, ssp, p1. 

Rep last two rows until approx 1/3 of the back sts remain, ending after a WS row.  
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 Cast on sts x .30 (30%) =   Beginning stitches for back 

 Cast on sts x .25 (25%) =   Stitches needed for each leg 

 Cast on sts x .20 (20%) =   Stitches needed for chest 

 Stitches per inch x   Chest circumference =   Total stitches for body 

 Total body sts less  

 

Stitches for ONE leg & 

the chest=   Total stitches for back 

 Total back sts less  Beginning sts for back =   Increases for back 


